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Abstract: The Raven I and the Raven II surgical robots, as open research platforms, have
been serving the robotic surgery research community for ten years. The paper 1) briefly
presents the Raven I and the Raven II robots, 2) reviews the recent publications that are built
upon the Raven robots, aim to be applied to the Raven robots, or are directly compared with
the Raven robots, and 3) uses the Raven robots as a case study to discuss the popular research
problems in the research community and the trend of robotic surgery study. Instead of being
a thorough literature review, this work only reviews the works formally published in the past
three years and uses these recent publications to analyze the research interests, the popular
open research problems, and opportunities in the topic of robotic surgery.
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1

Introduction

In the past two decades, research on surgical robotics has made impressive progress.
Surgical robots successfully transferred from research labs to operating rooms and
even became the standard care for a number of surgeries.
Because of the high value of surgical tasks, the robotic surgery research has focused
on the development and the validation of the devices and the techniques that are
clinically practical from the very beginning. On one hand, realistically validating
the robotic system promotes surgical robotics research, on the other hand, such validation raises the difficulty of surgical robot research as developing surgical robots
often requires a significant amount of resources and technical accumulation.
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The Raven I [1] and II [2] surgical robotic platforms were created to serve the robotic
surgery research community as open platforms, designed for the study of robotic
assisted Minimally Invasive Surgeries (MISs). The Raven robots are also compact in
size, and low cost, making them widely adopted by 18 research institutes worldwide.
The Raven I and II surgical robots are designed to provide both hardware (mechanics and electronics) and software to support open research innovations. The Raven
software is fully open-source [3] and is made ROS compatible, in order to support
research in both the high-level robotic functional development and the low-level position and velocity control. In order to further promote the open robotic surgery
research, Raven simulator and the online Raven access interface are under development.
This paper will assess the impact of Raven I and II by surveying the Raven related
literature published in the past three years. Through reviewing the Raven literature, we attempt to summarize some of the recent progress in the research field and
identify unmet needs and challenges.
This rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly describes the Raven
I and II platforms. Section III quantifies Raven citations and analyzes the trends.
Section IV analyzes and summarizes the Raven citations according to the research
topics and contributions. Based on the analysis, discussions are made in the last
section to conclude this work.

2
2.1

Surgical Robotics and Raven I and II Platforms
Overview

The introduction of surgical robotics into the operating room offers a significant
breakthrough to potentially improve the quality and outcome of surgery. In robotic
surgeries, two human-machine interfaces are established: the surgeon-robot interface (S-R) and the patient-robot interface (R-P). These two interfaces may be used
to classify the various surgical robotic systems described as of the end of 2018 (Fig.
1). From the figure we can also see the development of surgical robotics and the
shift of research interests. The detailed introduction to the surgical robots listed in
Fig. 1 can be found in [4].
The Raven I and II surgical robots were first presented as full surgical platforms
in [1] and [2] respectively (Figure 2). The Raven II evolved from the Raven I
with improved mechanical design and software. This section summarizes some
important features they have in common. From the hardware perspective, the Raven
robots provide seven Degrees of Freedom(DoF) in manual Minimally Invasive Surgeries (MISs) (x, y, and z positions, three axes of rotation, and grasper open/close),
through a seven DoF cable-driven robotic manipulator. The platform was specifically designed and optimized for MIS, as the remote center was built in with a
spherical mechanism, and neither physical constraints nor control algorithms are
needed to prevent tangential motions and forces, which could injure the patient at
the insertion site in the abdominal wall. From the software perspective, the Raven
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Figure 1
Classification of 2018 surgical robotic systems based on a Surgeon-Robot (S-R) interface (horizontal
axis) defining the level of automation and a Robot-Patient (R-P) interface dictating the level of
invasiveness.

software is developed based on real-time Linux, augmented by a Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) based safety mechanism. The entire raven source code is
open-source, which includes kinematics/dynamics based control and teleoperation.

(a)
Raven I

(b)
Raven II
Figure 2
The Raven I and II Surgical Robotic Platforms.
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Raven Hardware

The Raven robot hardware consists of the master console (the surgeon site) and the
slave robotic arms (the patient site).
The master console consists of devices that teleoperate the slave robots’ movements,
and a foot pedal that couples/decouples the master/slave motion synchronization.
The Raven I robots used PHANTOM Omni devices to control the motion, and the
Raven II robots can work with various control devices.
The slave robot arms and instruments contain the core of Raven mechanical design
effort. Each Raven arm contains one rotational shoulder joint, one rotational elbow
joint, one transnational insertion/retraction link, two grasper tip (finger) rotational
links (one for rotation, the other one for open/close grasping), and two rotational
wrist links (for the two different wrist rotational motions). The Raven II and the
Raven I share the same fundamental mechanical design, such as having built-in
remote centers, and 7 DoFs. The differences between the two platforms are: 1) the
Raven II has the more compact mechanical design, 2) the Raven II improves the tool
interface design.
The detailed hardware designs, including the mechanics, the DH parameters, the
kinematics, and the electronics can be found in [1] and [2].

2.3

Raven Software

The Raven software design started from the safety requirements. The control system
was built upon real-time Linux, and works at 1000 Hz. In order to achieve the
software system reliability, the Raven software contains four states: initialization,
pedal up, pedal down and an emergency stop. The software failures in the first three
states are constantly monitored with a watchdog timer and a separate hardware PLC
guarantees the failures are reliably caught and the system immediately switches to
the emergency stop once failures are caught.
Both the Raven I and the Raven II software contain modules for hardware control
and monitoring, forward and inverse kinematics, gravity compensation, and closedloop control. The main differences between the two are: 1) the Raven I software is
based on RTAI and the Raven II uses RT-Linux, 2) the Raven II software provides
the ROS compatibility and contains more modules such as dynamics, state estimation, interactive force estimation, and autonomous motion planning. The latest
Raven software can be found: https://github.com/uw-biorobotics/raven2.
In order to facilitate the robotic surgery research, an ongoing project is underway
to unify the programming environment between the Raven platforms and another
prominent research platform the da Vinci Research Kit [5] through 1) open APIs, 2)
remote access, 3) simulators. The latest open-sourced APIs and simulators can be
found here: https://github.com/collaborative-robotics.
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Raven: An Open Platform for Robotic Surgery Study

The Raven platforms attract robotic surgery researchers through its open source
software stack and flexible hardware interfaces. This section studies selected publications which cite the Raven I [1] and the Raven II [2] introduction papers. Only
the publications in the last 3 years (Jan. 2016 Oct. 2018) are reviewed. According to Google Scholar (scholar.google.com), the two Raven papers [1, 2] were cited
197 times since Jan. 2016. Only research papers that are formally published are
included, which leads to 69 publications.
According to the relevance, the Raven citations are categorized into two groups: 1)
the research described does not use the Raven platforms, 2) the research describes
ones use the Raven platforms in their researches, we refer the later as “Direct”.
In the former category, we further divide these publications into two groups, the
ones related to robotic surgeries (referred as “Benchmark”) and the ones out of the
scope of robotic surgeries (referred as “General”). The percentages of the three
categories are shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows that it is reasonable to use the
Raven platforms as a sample to study the prospect of robotic surgery study because
it shows the Raven platforms have a broader impact on robotic surgery research and
general robotic research.

Figure 3
Percentage of Raven Citations by Relevance. The Raven citations are divided into three groups: 1) the
ones that directly used Raven (indicated by ‘’Direct”), 2) the ones not used Raven but related to robotic
surgeries (referred as “Benchmark”), and 3) the ones not used Raven and out of the scope of robotic
surgeries (referrred as “General”).

We also summarize the Raven citations over the past three years to show the popularity of Raven related researches, as shown in Fig.4. The categorized publications
based on the relevance to the Raven platforms is also compared with respect to time,
as shown in Fig.5, to show the popularity and the trend of the related research.
It is interesting to see how the publications in each of the relevant categories vary
with time (Fig. 5). From the figure we can see that the quantities of the surgical related Raven citations (the green line indicates the citations in the category
– 13 –
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Figure 4
Raven Citations Distribution over Years. The figure shows the total number of the formally published
Raven citations in 2016, 2017 and 2018. From the figure we can see that the Raven related research is
stable in the number of publications.

“Benchmark”, the red line indicates the citations in the category “Direct”, the blue
line indicates the citations in the category “General”, we can see that the Raven
Platforms have bigger impact in the robotic surgery research community than in the
general robotic research community, and the publications that use Raven .

Figure 5
Raven Citations Relevance by Years. It categories the Raven citations by relevance and shows the
numbers of citations in the three categories changed over years. From the figure we can see the total
number of direct Raven research papers climbs up and matches the number of the publications used the
Raven robots as a benchmark.
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Research Citing Raven but Not Using Raven

As the Raven platforms are widely used in the robotic surgery research, many works
have cited the Raven system but not used it in the research they describe. It may be
instructive to analyze these papers to the extent they portray directions and frontiers
of surgical robotics research today.
Several groups citing the Raven system have developed complete or nearly complete
surgical robotic systems [6–12]. These systems often address new surgical procedures (such as pediatric cases or needle guidance) [6,9,10] novel delivery modes [8]
or integration of industrial manipulators into surgery [12]
Numerous groups have developed new hardware influenced by the Raven design
[12–22] or focused on numerical optimization of mechansims [23]. Key aspects of
these designs are minimally invasive character, often making a contribution such
as novel mechanisms for decoupling motion at the laparoscopic entry port [13],
decoupling drive axes [16], or reducing weight and size [19].
Novel mechanical design directions include integration with soft robotics [14], elbowed instrument design [20], mechanical decoupling design [13], and mechanical
integration of novel force/torque sensors [19].
Other works focus on kinematic issues related to surgical robotics [12, 24–26],
which are often approached from the point of view of improved motion control or
teleoperation. Specific issues include manipulability index [24], singularity avoiding trajectory planning [12], and inverse kinematics algorithms for the particular
requirements of surgical teleoperation [26].

3.2

Research Using Raven

The Raven platform users form a research community applying the system as a
common experimental research platform. Much of this work has focused on issues
related to control, sensing, and software. A challenging frontier for surgical robotic
control software, drawing increasing study, is augmenting teleoperation with autonomous functions [27–32]. Such functions may trade control authority back and
forth between computer and surgeon, or may share control of different degrees of
freedom simultaneously with the surgeon [33].
Other work has used the Raven to study factors affecting teleoperation performance
[34, 35]. For example, experimental study focusing on effects of control parameters
(in this case motion scale for the tool gripping axis) on a notion of human-centered
transparency [36].
Several groups have used Raven in experiments studying measurement or acquisition or updating of surgical skills in robotic surgeons [37–39]. For example, [37]
quantized robotic gestures into strings which were shown statistically able to discriminate skill level. Another skill assessment study [38] compared performance
and learning of trainees between a hands-on user interface device and a contactless
control interface based on a low cost (compared to haptic devices) depth sensing
– 15 –
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camera and hand gestures. They concluded that such contactless sensing has utility
in training applications. The metric used to assess the interfaces was based on an
unsupervised gesture recognition system [39].

4

Problems and Trends in Robotic Surgeries: A Raven
Perspective

The robotic surgery techniques have made impressive progress in the past two decades.
Meanwhile, with the maturation of robotic surgical techniques, the research interests shift in order to expand the application of robotic surgeries and to improve
surgical outcomes. In this section, we use the Raven platform as a sample to reveal
the research problems that attract attention and to discuss the open problems and the
trends in the community.
Raven citations reviewed above were categorized into 5 research topics: 1) simulation and training, 2) mechanical design, 3)modeling and control, 4) teleoperation,
and 5) autonomy (Fig. 6). From the figure, it is clear that the modeling and control
papers and the mechanical design papers are the two largest group of studies. Most
of the mechanical design papers modeled the system so such papers are considered
to belong to both of the two categories. We also visualized the number of citations
in each of the 5 categories with respect to years (Fig. 7).

Figure 6
Raven Citations Percentage Distribution over Research Categories. It categorizes the Raven citations
into five categories: 1) simulation and training, 2) mechanical design, 3)modeling and control, 4)
teleoperation, 5) autonomy. The figure shows the modeling and the control is the biggest research area
for the Raven related research.

Under the five categories, we further divide the citations into 10 sub-categories, as
shown in Table 1, and show the numbers of citations in each of the subcategories.
In the rest of this section, we analyze the publications in the 10 sub-categories to
reveal the challenge problems and the trend in the research field.
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Figure 7
Categories of Raven Related Researches Trend Over Years. The mechanical design and the
modeling/controlling research are dominant in raven related research. The two categories also share
similar trends as the majority of the mechanical design publications also establishes the system
(kinematic) models.

Mechanical Design Modeling & Control
Teleoperation
Autonomy
Year Simulation Training Rigid
Soft
Modeling Learning Master System Communication
2016
1
0
5
0
12
0
3
3
6
2
2017
0
0
10
0
15
1
2
1
1
3
2018
0
2
7
1
14
0
4
1
1
4

Table 1
Publications Categorized by Topics over Years.

4.1

Modeling and Control

Reflecting researchers’ interests, most of the Raven citations discussed the modeling
and the control of surgical robots [6, 7, 9, 11–17, 19, 20, 23, 25–28, 33, 38–46, 46–62].
Most of the mechanical design publications also describe the corresponding system
models and pointed out the suitable control methods.
Many of publications in this category focus on remaining challenges in modeling
and control. For example, to model the control errors introduced by the driven
tendons a Dahl friction model was proposed to predict cable tension for parallel
robots in [51]. Some efforts were made from the hardware perspective such as the
new surgical robot design and the corresponding model described in [15].
There are also papers on the new challenges in the robotic surgeries. For example, a new surgical robot that delivers improved dexterity in paediatric congenital
esophageal atresia surgeries [6], and a control architecture that addresses the communication, the obstacle avoidance problems in surgeon/robot collaboration [54].
– 17 –
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Mechanical Design

While the broader robotic community focuses on the robotic learning and the robotic
vision problems, many of the efforts in the robotic surgery community were made
in the area of mechanical design [6, 7, 10, 11, 13–20, 22, 23, 25, 38, 49, 50, 58, 63–66].
This is partially because the surgical robots are quickly expanded into new surgical
disciplines, in which new designs are required to meet different requirements, for
example, a percutaneous surgical robot [10]. More efforts are made to improve the
dexterity, the stability and the control precision of surgical robots. For example,
a new surgical instrument, featuring polymer based force sensors integrated into
the instrument wrist and jaws [65], and a novel low-cost contactless optical sensor,
designed to decrease the device costs and the human resource costs on training the
operation of teleoperated surgical robotic systems [38].

4.3

Simulation and Evaluation

Simulation is a significant topic in robotic surgery as teleoperated robotic surgeries
become more common and drive the need for a cost-efficient way to improve surgeons’ skills in operating surgical robots. However, there is only one Raven citation that studies the simulation [61], and only two raven citations are about evaluation [37, 67].

4.4

Teleoperated Robotic Surgeries

As teleoperation is still the dominant way to control surgical robots, there are many
Raven citations in this topic [8, 12, 24, 26, 34, 38, 39, 44, 63, 64, 66, 68–78]. Whilemuch research focuses on the classical teleoperation problems, such as the system
architecture, the master controller and the communication problems, etc., we do
see some new research problems attracting attention. A very important issue in a
surgical robotic system is security from online adversaries. [71, 73, 74] studied cybersecurity issues specific to telesurgery systems using the Raven system.

4.5

Autonomous Robotic Surgeries

In a major contrast with the broader robotics community, there is only limited research on autonomy in robotic surgeries [27–29, 40, 43, 53, 70, 75]. Among these
works, many focus on autonomizing surgical tasks, such as needle insertion [27]
and suturing [28]. There are also some works on motion planning, either motion
pattern planning [40, 53], or the planning of the motion trajectories [43, 70].

5

Discussion and Conclusion

In the past two decades, surgical robotics has made notable progress and attract more
roboticists worldwide. The Raven platforms, designed to enable various exploratory
– 18 –
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research through the open source software and the flexible hardware interfaces, have
been serving the research community for more than 10 years. This paper used the
Raven citations as a case study to review popular research problems and discusses
the trends in robotic surgery study. In the literature review, we do notice some
interesting phenomenon.
The surgical robot mechanical design and modeling is still the most popular research topic, according to the total number of Raven citations. More and more
novel designs are proposed and developed to increase the robotic dexterity, the manipulability, the reliability, and to extend the application to new surgical procedures
and address new challenges.
In contrast to the broader robotics field, machine learning, especially the deep learning, is not as popular in the surgical robotic research community. This may be due
to: 1) the surgical data are often expensive so it is challenging to collect a big amount
of data for training deep neural networks [79, 80], 2) the known challenging problems, such as environmental perception and dynamic planning, are not solved and
can not reach desired reliability in the robotic surgery context [81–84], 3) the focus
of the research community still lies on designing new robots, rather than improving
robots’ performance based on learning algorithms, 4) comparing with deep learning, the classical modeling methods are easier to interpolate and the performances
are easier to predict, thus it is easier to predict the robot reliability.
The soft robot research in robotic surgeries is also not as popular as what we noticed
in the general robotics. This may be because the Raven platforms are rigid robots
and it is not straightforward to apply the soft robots on the Raven platforms or
compare soft robots with the Raven.
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